INTRODUCTION :
What men invented first was the vocal language. Later, they felt for a medium to carry those from one place to another and for that purpose, invented Scripts. The processes in which the scripts were invented in the distant past have gone under the veil of oblivion. However, it is almost sure that no logic or scientific deduction ever worked behind their creation. The scripts of some languages are quite difficult to identify, cumbersome to scribe and tough to decipher. Due to this reason some languages have changed or modified all or some of their scripts. None, however, dared to create entirely new set of alphabet on the basis of logic and scientific deductions. One strong reason for not doing this might be, with vocal language the scripts also have attained some sort of emotional attachment because of their long time use.
Kublai Khan, the Tibetan ruler was one of the pioneers who thought of inventing a common script usable by many languages. He assigned one Tibetan Lama to find out scripts through which all the languages used in discrete areas of Tibet could be written. The script devised by this Lama is known as Phags-pa. Two versions of this script are available, (01) the standard script and (02) After him numerous experts all over the world endeavors and devised a great number of unified script.
In the last decade of the last century Vitaly Vetash, an artist and a linguist from Russia published his unified script. He worked for long 22 years (from 1977 to 1999) and invented Interbet. Interbet is the abbreviation for International Phonematic Alphabet. The names of letters in Interbet are mostly based on the ancient Phoenician and Greek alphabets, as well as the letters of the other alphabets. The number of letters in this alphabet is 45. Vitaly Vetash, the author proposed some linguistic signs also for modifying the sounds of the letters. In this system the same letters can be used to represent a number of phonemes. According to the author, these letters are sufficient to write all of the world's most widely-spoken languages. The author also claimed that this alphabet is suitable for a practical, international and universal system for writing any language. The 45-letter alphabet of Interbet has been shown in Fig. No . 03.
Fig. No. 03 Alphabet of INTERBET :
Source : http://www.astrolingua.spb.ru/ENGLISH/inter_eng.htm and semiravet@yandex.ru
Investigations reveal that the "carry-bags" or scripts for languages were developed in the distant past in various regions on the basis of the situations prevailing at time. Then those were modified, in which act, however, retaining the ancestors' achievements were given preference. If a person enriched with knowledge and skills of modern science initiates a program of designing the scripts of any language today, definitely he would proceed in a completely different way and would come out with entirely different solution. By all possibilities such a solution would incorporate the following:
(i) The scripts would be easy to identify and scribe.
(ii) Since figurative scripts written by various persons at times turn illegible and difficult to decipher because of 'subjective variation'. Hence the expert is likely to go for stroke type, which is free from the above problem.
(iii) The designed script preferably would show a logical relation in between the preceding and following script and there may exist a simple principle for their gradual transformation. It may be such that after the principle is understood, one can create those by himself if forgotten.
(iv) For retaining the sound and dialect of the languages the scripts must retain the original sound (pronunciation) of the letters.
(v) The scripts should be such that those can be used to write all major types of languages (viz. those writing from left to right, right to left, top to bottom or bottom to top, those using both small and capital letters, those using both letters and letter-signs etc.).
PRINCIPLES UTILIZED IN DEVISING UNIFIED SCRIPT :
Prior to the appearance of "SUS", all the earlier experts used some common principles in devising various Unified scripts. These are :
(i) They picked up letters having the same or similar sound (pronunciation) from various languages.
(ii) Then they assigned commonly used or newly devised 'signs' for each of those letters.
Thus Phags-pa came up with 41 letters and signs, Interbret 45, and so on. The problems that was associated this solution were :
(i) As a matter of fact letters from various languages do not sound exactly the same. Thus "B" in English does not sound like "Ba" ( ব ) of Bengali or "Be or Baa" ( ‫ب‬ ) of Arabic.
Naturally any attempt to write these letters by one common script was liable to change their sounds. Probably no language can ever accept such change.
(ii) When one set of script is changed by another, with no apparent advantage in identification or scribing, the language-users fail to understand why they should change their scripts for another, without any advantage.
PRINCIPLES UTILIZED IN "SUS" :
As has already been mentioned, "SUS" came up with entirely different solution. The principles used in "SUS" may be summarized as following :
(i) The pronunciation of all the letters of the language shall remain exactly the same, such that slightest change in the speaking of the language and its dialects may take place.
(ii) What will be used in assigning the designed scripts for various letters will be determined by their numerical positions in the alphabet, and not anything like common sound.
(iii) In order to eliminate the problem of identification or deciphering scripts (that take place because of subjective variations), "SUS" used stroke-type scripts in place of figurative types.
(iv) In order to make the scripts simple, 'SUS" used minimum number of strokes, and in most cases this number is only 4 (Four).
(v) "SUS" has utilized an extremely simple principle in devising the scripts. If forgotten, the learners themselves can create those by applying this principle.
PROCESS UTILIZED IN "SUS" :
For the first time in the history of the invention of Unified Script, "SUS" used the following novel method and principle.
(01) "SUS" used the location of various letters in the alphabet as the basis of assigning the script. By doing this it was possible to retain the original sound and special dialects of each and every letter of any language.
(The letters of the alphabet of various languages are divided into "groups of 5". The first letter of each group is named "Group-head". The location of the first letter (i.e. group head) of the alphabet is 1.0, that of second, 1.01, that of the 15 th letter, 2.4 and so on).
(02) After fixing the numerical locations of the letters "SUS" proposed the principle for designing the scripts, first for the group heads.
(The group heads are made with one horizontal stroke and one or more half-size vertical line.
The half vertical line attaches with the horizontal line at four different locations. It starts from left lower corner and moves in a clock-wise direction. By manipulating these two types of lines it is possible to design about 14 group heads. This number of group heads is sufficient for making 5 X 14 = 70 letters. Most of the prominent languages have letters less than this number).
(03) After making the group heads "SUS" went for devising letters in each group.
(In doing this, "SUS" used the small vertical line. The first letter after the first group head, i.e.
the 2 nd letter of this group, would have the script : the group head plus the small vertical line attached at the lower left corner. Then the small vertical line will be attached in other locations exactly in the manner described in case of designing the group heads. All the scripts under a group has been designed by following this basic principle).
It is obvious that the process is extremely easy and follows one simple principle such that, if forgotten a child himself can recreate the scripts. The group heads are designed by placing one horizontal line at the middle and then attaching 1, 2, 3 or 4 nos. half-sized vertical lines at the two extreme ends. The principle followed is, the first line will be joined at location 1, second at location 2 and so on. The Lines would start from down left to up and then from left to right. The operation shown by 1, 2, 3 and 4 would continue in a clockwise manner, as shown in the figure.
PRINCIPLES : The common principles used in devising the scripts of SUS are the following :
(01) FINDING OUT GROUP-HEADS : The letters of the alphabet shall be divided into groups of 5 and the 1 st and every 6 th letter will be chosen as group-head. After narrating the general principles above, we shall discuss the how SUS scripts can be used in writing English, Bengali and Arabic alphabets. This has been shown in Fig. No. 08 below. In addition to the English letter and the corresponding SUS scripts, their numerical labels also have been shown.
SCRIPTS FOR ENGLISH ALPHABET

Fig. No. 8. ENGLISH AND SUS SCRIPTS OF ENGLISH ALPHABET.
Principle followed in all cases
Script for the group head only
Script for the group head plus small Vertical line in position 1. 
A X T M SCRIPTS FOR BENGALI ALPHABET
In Bengali there are 35 Consonants and 11 Vowels. In addition there are 10 Vowel signs which act as modifier. Also there are "combined letters" (Juktakkhar) in this language. Since it is difficult to write "combined letters" through modern equipments, at present the "combined letters" are being replaced by independent letters joined by a special sign called "Hasanta". Now we shall go step by step to show how SUS principles can be applied to design suitable scripts for Bengali alphabet.
STEP 01 : The 46 letters (Consonants 35 and Vowel 11) letters of Bengali alphabet have been (i) Divided into 9 groups, each having 5 letters, (ii) The first letter of each group has been marked as Group heads and (iii) The position of each letter in the alphabet has been determined numerically.
All these have been shown in Fig 
SCRIPTS FOR ARABIC ALPHABET :
Arabic alphabet has got similarity with Bengali alphabet because it uses Modifiers. However, as great exception with many languages Arabic is written from the right. This however, does not create any significant problem in using SUS script. Now we shall go step by step to show how SUS scripts can be used in writing Arabic letters. Step 04 02 Jer This is placed below the consonant and it adds e (as in pet) sound.
03 Pesh This is placed above the consonant and it adds u (as in put) sound.
Double Jabar
This is placed above and it adds un (as in bun) sound.
05 Double Jer This is placed below the consonant and it adds in (as in inn) sound.
Double Pesh
This is placed above the consonant and it adds oon (as in moon) sound.
Sakin ------
There is no sign for Sakin. But three letters ‫أ‬ (alif), ‫و‬ (waaw) and ‫(ي‬yaa)
are pronounced with a lingering sound when (a) Jabar is placed on the letter after ‫أ‬ (alif), (b) Pesh is placed on the letter before ‫و‬ (waaw), and (c) Jer is placed on the letter before ‫(ي‬yaa). ^ This is placed above the letter. When placed in any letter it is pronounced jointly with the previous letter. 09 Tasdid w This is placed above the letter and it makes double sound.
SCRIPTS FOR DIGITS (NUMBERS) BY "SUS" :
In case of Digits (numbers) also, as usual "SUS" advocates for retaining the original sound or pronunciation of the numbers used in various languages. The script expressing the written form of the numbers, however, may be modified for the sake of simplicity, legibility, writing-ease and speed.
Such scripts, as designed in "SUS" have been explained below.
01. STROKES TO BE USED : (i) 1 vertical line, (ii) 1 small horizontal line to be used in 2 locations and (iii) 1 free horizontal line to be used in 2 locations. These lines have been shown in Fig. No. 18 . 
ADVANTAGES OF "SUS" :
A short look at the scripts used in various languages and those proposed in "SUS" might reveal how easy the "SUS" scripts are in points of identifying letters, writing those on papers and even typing with key boards. It is obvious that it can be typed with a key board with only a few keys. However, since "SUS" has not still been used anywhere, we have to opine on various aspects of it only from theoretical considerations. Some of these considerations are given below.
(01) LEARNING -CHILDREN'S EDUCATION : The speed of writing depends upon practice.
However, it is obvious that the scripts constituted of a few straight strokes running in horizontal and vertical directions can be written more speedily than those constituted of curve, straight and angular lines running in any direction, moving at times in clockwise and the next moment in the anticlockwise directions, then joining in a straight line and the following moment ending up in a loop, lifting the pen and applying a dot or stroke in another location and so on. It is also obvious that in comparison with scripts written with many strokes, it would be much easier.
There can be no point in denying that the scripts written in the above way (i.e. with the combination of curve and straight lines running in all possible angles and directions) and subjected to natural human deviations (or subjective variations) would result in difficulties in deciphering. Such possibility is nil or extremely little in the SUS script. The locations of the minor strokes are so well defined towards various distinct corners that mistake is less probable.
Children's primary education, in general, is conducted all over the world according to the following 4 steps :
Step 01 : Memorizing the pronunciation of the letters (alphabet),
Step 02 : Relating the pronounced sounds with the scripts (ability to identify the script of the sound or vice versa),
Step 03 : Learning to write the scripts and lastly,
Step 04 : Learning word-writing, grammar and other rules of the language.
Step 01, i.e. memorizing the pronunciation of the alphabets starts with picture books. In this book independent pictures of various objects or actions are presented. In each of these pictures, the starting sound of the name of the object or action is the 'Letter' of the alphabet. Being habituated to those objects and actions in their mother tongue the children can easily say or pronounce the words and first sounds. The parents or teachers teach them to separate the first sound from that word, like, in English language, "A for Apple, B for Boy" etc. The children in general enjoy this part of learning. An intelligent child can memorize the alphabets (say, containing maximum 50 letters) within a month.
Step 02 starts after a child can say all the "first sounds" or letters from memory. At this stage the child is shown the peculiar-looking scripts and is asked to relate each of the sound to one of the figures or scripts. The children can identify the scripts when those are placed sequentially,
i.e. one after the other. But they need a lot of time to identify any script independently, i.e.
when presented alone. Depending upon the complexity of the scripts a time of three to five months is required for this exercise.
Step 03 starts after the child can identify the scripts. At this stage he is supplied with paper and ink and asked to draw the scripts. There are numerous processes for this exercise and those vary with the nature of the scripts used in various languages. The task ends here for the language that uses only words, like English. This language however, has increased complexity in learning by introducing 4 different sets of alphabet, viz. (i) Capital letters for Printing, (ii)
Small letters for Printing, (iii) Capital letters for writing and (iv) Small letters for writing.
Depending upon the complexity and number of scripts a child may need 6 to 12 months for writing all the scripts.
Step 04 is the period during which the child is asked to learn grammar and other rules of the language.
Depending upon the complexities of the language a child may need several months to several years to learn those. Now, ignoring the last step i.e.
Step 04, the time required to cross the first three steps in case of traditional scripts is about : 10 to 18 months.
After observing how much time a child may need to learn to write the traditional scripts, we shall now investigate the probable time for the same job, if the traditional scripts are replaced by "SUS" script.
Step 01 : Memorizing the pronunciation of the alphabets : This process would remain the same and the children would memorize the letters with the help of picture book. Let the time required be the same i.e. one month.
Step 02 : Relating the pronounced sounds with the scripts : The children would have to memorize the letters in groups of 5. So, for an alphabet with say, 40 letters they would have to memorize 8 group heads. Whereas a child needs to relate 40(say) sounds with 40 irreverent and somewhat peculiar signs, in case of "SUS" he would be asked to relate 8 group-head letters with 8 designed scripts, where those scripts are also related with one another in a progressive manner under a simple principle. There is no reason for any child to need more than one week to learn these group heads. After this is done, the child would be asked to identify the remaining scripts of the group, which also follow certain simple principle. This job also
should not take more than two weeks.
Step 03 : Learning to write the scripts : At this stage the children may be supplied with grid-line papers and to practice horizontal and half vertical lines. One week may be devoted for writing the 4 types of strokes. Then he can go for writing the remaining scripts of each group. Another 2 week's practice may enable any child to be able to write down the scripts.
Thus the total time required to cross the first three steps may be about 2 months, compared to 10 to 18 months for learning the traditional scripts.
Even if a child needs 3 months to learn writing of "SUS" scripts, against that of the traditional script by say 12 months, then there is a saving of 9 months. This saving in terms of time, effort, cost on stationary and logistics for a period of nine months for the huge number of learners of a language will be enormous. In a global scale, this may be a welcome proposition for the welfare of the earth with scarce resources including energy.
(02) LEARNING -ILLITERATE ADULTS : In many countries illiteracy among the adults is a great problem. Because of their long acquaintance with the society such adults can pronounce and identify the letters. But then cannot go any further because of complexity of the scripts and cannot afford to spend long time to learn those. Being adult, such people have gained natural skill of maneuvering fingers. So, it will be easy for them to learn the remaining part. They may not need more than 3 months to learn first hand writing through "SUS" script.
(03) LEARNING -FOREIGNERS : When the foreigners endeavor to learn a second language, they find problems due to complex type of scripts. "SUS" script may be quite easy and helpful for them.
(04) COMMON ADVANTAGE OF "SUS" SCRIPT : In the contemporary society men mostly use machines (typewriter, computer etc.) in writing. In spite of these, however, the importance of 'handwriting' prevails and shall remain so forever. The nature of its importance however, has changed in the present society. At one time "excellent looking" hand writing was considered as a blessing.
Nowadays, just legible handwriting are acceptable all over. As a matter fact those who need to write swiftly and in mass quantity cannot ensure "excellent handwriting". However, easy and confusionless deciphering is extremely important in the present society. Incorrect reading of hand written notes may lead to disaster. In these two points, "SUS" has got the natural advantage. Since written with minimum number of simple strokes, it can be written very swiftly. Also since the various scripts are identified by the location of their components in distinctly different places, there is almost no possibility of confusion in deciphering.
(05) TYPING : In these days, men are being increasingly dependent on typed scripts, than handwriting. Some, if not all, of the traditional scripts have one or other sort of problems in typing.
Complexities arise in typing due to two major reasons, (01) Number of letters and (02) Existence of special requirements like Vowel signs, Combined letters etc.
As for number of letters, English has a total number 104 scripts (Capital Typing 26, Small Typing 26, Capital Handwriting 26 and Small Handwriting 26). The typewriters have used double shift keys to manage this large number. Even though Bengali has got less number of letters (Consonant 35, Vowel 11), in typing it is even more difficult because there are vowel signs (which need to be used before, after, both before and after, above and below the scrip), combined letters and combined letters with vowel signs. All these have rendered its scripts quite difficult to type. If all these characters are needed to be typed independently, then the number of keys becomes unmanageable. In some type writers they use three shift keys. In Arabic the number of letters is comparatively less, it is 28. But the use of vowel signs above and below the scripts has turned its typing also complex.
Computer key boards have simpler solution to take care of the number of scripts. But still the above special characteristics (i.e. specialized use of vowel signs and combined scripts) make typing by computer keyboard quite slow and difficult. In spite of large number of scripts (usually 26 + 26 = 52), typing English is relatively easy because of less number of script (26 double shift keys) and no use of vowel signs or combined letters.
Since "SUS" is written with only 4 strokes and the same stroke is used at various locations (which can be easily done by navigation key), it can be typed with extremely small number of keys. For the letter scripts, the language using only letters and vowel sign, the job can be done with only 16
(keeping 10 independent keys for the digits) or less number of keys. However, the exact number would depend upon the number of letters and the technology to be used.
For example, an alphabet with say 45 letters would need total 11 keys ( 9 keys for the group heads, 1 key for small vertical stroke and 1 navigation key). Even though the digits can be written by smaller number of keys in "SUS" script, it is better to use 10 keys independent for them. Thus the total number of keys for the scripts comes to only 21.
For languages having modifiers, another 15 to 16 keys may be required. However, huge number of keys is required for the language having combined letters (like Bengali). At present such languages either use computer technology for combining letters or avoid such combinations. It is obvious that the second option is better for attaining simplicity and speed in typing.
It may be mentioned here that in "SUS" the number keys can be further lowered by using other technologies. Thus the letterheads can be composed by only two keys, 1 normal key and 1 navigation key. If the same navigation key can be used for both purposes then the number of keys comes to only 5 (4 normal keys and 1 navigation key). It may however, be a matter of investigation whether it is easier to write with less or more number of keys. However, keyboard with less number may be advantageous for the Blind people. Also, it may have advantage in mobile phones.
"SUS" may have another advantage in mobile phone. The manufacturer can use here only one set of script for writing all languages, as compared to one set of scripts for each language.
(05) PRINTING : In printing problems arise in a number of factors, prominent among which are (i) scripts with varying width, scripts having signs at different locations, combined letters etc. "SUS" is free from all these problems because all of its scripts are enclosed in a square box.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGES :
It may be mentioned here that in spite of the simplicity and fluidity of the "SUS" scripts, languages having inherent problems would not be able to avail its benefit. Some of the weaknesses observed in some languages are :
(i) Use of vowel signs, (ii) Use of combined letters, (iii) Use of duplicate or triplicate letters having nearly the same and "distinguishable with difficulty" type of sounds. While Arabic language has got the first weakness, Bengali has got all. For this reason, in spite of its excellent sound, Bengali is considered as one of the most difficult languages. Some of the problems faced by this languages are :
(a) The children need longer time to learn the scripts constituted of all types of lines (straight, curve, elliptical) used in all angles and moving in both directions (clockwise and anti-clockwise).
Because of this reason quite often their hand writings fall under criticisms due to : illegibility, ugliness. A great number of students find learning this language problematic because of its difficulty in writing.
(b) The language users frequently fall victim of "spelling mistake" because of the existence of "similar sounding letters". The principle reason for which the foreigners are discouraged to learn this language is the fear of "spelling mistake".
With the acceptance of "SUS", some problems of Bengali language (like, long time required for learning the scripts, criticism of illegibility, difficulty in deciphering, bad handwriting etc.) will be instantly eliminated. However, the speed or fluency in writing will not be much improved because of the existence of vowel signs and combined letters. It is now a proved fact that a language using only letters and no vowel signs can run smoothly in all spheres and English is its best example. Bengali can easily be benefitted by abandoning the vowel signs and combined letters. The fortunate part is, in
Bengali there are provisions for their substitute's right inside the alphabet.
As language Bengali will not be free from another serious lacking known as "Spelling mistake". It has been stated that it happens due to the presence of more than one similar sounding letters. It may sound hilarious to note that this great problem can be solved only by dropping the few similar sounding letters and signs.
If the users of Bengali language think of improving its learning, writing and typing processes and find that "SUS" may be helpful for them, they may also consider some simple changes that would make their script one of the best in the world. 
With the above mentioned 41 scripts (Consonant and Vowel letters and signs) it is possible to write Bengali free from the the hazards of "illegibility", "bad handwriting" and "spelling mistake". If the same is done then by all possibilities Bengali may become one of the swiftest language of the world, retaining however, all of its nice sounds (i.e. vocal language).
CONCLUSION :
"SUS" is not a language, it is only a script capable of writing many, if not all, languages. It has been specially designed such that its use may, in no way, bring any change in the vocal language. The scripts have been designed with simple lines and those are to be used following one simple principle, such that the children or adult learners can learn those at ease and can recreate those even if forgotten.
Men first discovered vocal language. Then they felt the need for conveying those to distant places and started using various written signs to denote various sounds (words or letters). In the following stage they picked up the basic sounds of the language (Letter) and designated signs or scripts for each of those. Men living in various regions and speaking in various languages invented their own alphabets and scripts. Due to long time use the scripts also have achieved some sort of emotional attachment.
Thus even though they felt many of the scripts problematic, they did not change or modify those, excepting in a few cases. This trend has got both positive and negative contributions as described below.
POSITIVE : The positive contribution is, in case they would have accepted the scripts of another language, their vocal language would have been changed, meaning in fact, the death of their language. As human being we want all the languages to live and flourish.
NEGATIVE : Not all the scripts invented by men's ancestors are equally easy to use and speedy to write. When one language lags far behind another language, the users of this language are at times compelled to accept the scripts of the superior language. Due to this reason a number of languages have abandoned their traditional scripts and accepted English (i.e. Roman) script. "Hausa" language of Nigeria is one such language who could no more continue with their previous script (that was formulated after Arabic scripts) and opted for English alphabet. We know, in Bangladesh, more and more people are using English because of some inherent problems of their own language. Now if the Bengali users for any reason abandon Bengali script and accept English script, there will be great changes in their vocal language. It would in fact cause partial or full death of their beloved language.
"SUS" is capable of keeping their vocal language exactly the same, making its learning easy, writing speedy and typing hazard-free and thus making it fit for competing with any language of the world.
In the contemporary world language is considered as a tool for conveying ideas. So, the easier way it can be conveyed, the better it is for all concerned. By this consideration reformation of the slow writing and problematic languages is a must. Since men retain profound love and attraction for their mother tongue, by all means it should not be changed. But there can be no logical reason to retain the problematic, confusing and slow scripts, where we know that the scripts act merely as carry bag for language. On the other hand, the languages that cannot cope with the fast and modern languages have been found to be increasingly dependent on other languages and ultimately to face death or merger.
If the users of any language feel that their language can be written, typed and printed more easily through "SUS", however, keeping the original sound and dialects as it is, then they should not have any reservation to accept it. If the users of any language can find out that "SUS" is capable of reducing the time of child education by 50% to 75%, then they should consider what huge quantity of time and stationary their country can save by accepting it. It is obvious that if one user can find out this benefit then those not using the same would feel hard competition.
One extremely interesting point is, if the children (i.e. new learners) are given an option to choose between the traditional script and "SUS" there is every possibility that they would prefer "SUS".
English language could attain speed, fluidity and wide acceptability because of use of only words, and no vowel sign or combined letters. Being influenced by its obvious advantages some other languages (e.g., Italian, Spanish, German, French, Hausa etc.) also have changed their previous scripts. In doing so they definitely had to accept some changes in the sounds of their languages also.
As a great deviation or advantage, "SUS" causes absolutely no change in vocal language or sounds.
It is no wonder that any user of English, Arabic or Bengali language would feel the SUS script as alien and to some extent, skinny. It happens so because they have long been accustomed to writing figurative scripts. The same will not be the case with the users of Chinese, Japanese and Korean languages, who are accustomed to writing by strokes. The fact is whatever peculiar any new script may look like, after customization those turn to "close relatives". Same is the case with SUS scripts also. It has already been proved that stroked alphabets find absolutely no problem in writing any types of literary, scientific or technical papers with their alphabets.
Once a person becomes proficient in SUS, he will not feel any other language written by this script as alien. He however, would not be able to read this language unless and until he can identify the sounds of these scripts in that language. But as soon as he can learn those sounds, he does not need to do anything more to learn its writing, because he already knows it. This advantage is capable of removing the greatest hindrance (learning to write) on way to learning other's languages.
SUS, the latest unified script is now in the field and it is fully prepared in to accept challenge. Its acceptability definitely depends upon its efficiency which will be revealed from time to time.
Definitely the people would accept it if it is advantageous and beneficial. The language users rich in emotion may feel reluctant to accept SUS on the plea that it might strangulate their long nurtured and scripts. Even if it may be a good reason for rejecting SUS, saving the learner's pains and time and huge quantity of scarce resources of this earth may still be a good reason in favor of its acceptance.
